Release Notes
Update V6.3.17
08 December 2021

Highlights and New Features
Summary
We are pleased to confirm there is an upgrade to the INX SAM Suite V 6.3.17. Within this
version the following features and fixes have been applied

Highlights
Add a Paperclip Icon to the Workflow Task Panel when attachments are added to a
document
Workflow now has the ability to add a paper clip icon on the task panel to indicate if the
request has attachments.

New Features
A new SAM user permission has been added that allows the user to update the
booking status on the Carrier Booking page.
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Improvements
When cloning workflow documents there is now the option to allow the
requestor to edit the cloned documents before submitting for approval.
Improvements to the Multi Camp Roster functionality, to show different
colours for different camps when previewing the roster.
Workflow user search has been updated to allow searching using the login
name.
SAM now has the ability to create new lockers in bulk. Locker| Admin |
Locker allows you to download a template to add all new lockers to SAM.
Improvements made to SRF163 Arrivals Departures Report 2, to add the
departure time to the report. Report also updated to include Middle name
when required. [#18536]
When assigning a room you are able to check room occupancy and remove
future booking regardless of if the person is set to hotel.
A new SAM parameter HotelFlag has been added, when creating a new
profile the Hotel checkbox will be selected based on this parameter value.
Improvements have been made to SRF295 Vacant Rooms Report to
include a pivot table summarizing the data. [#26520]
Advanced Cleaning has been improved to display the room type and
ownership status. [#26785, 25738]
Report SRF258: Room Cleaning Daily Check now includes the arrival date
into the room for the person.
Report SRF163, arrivals and departures now includes the person’s middle
name.

Report SRF149 Camp Arrivals and Departures has been updated to include
the camp in the results and allow selection of multiple camps.
Workforce Reporting has the ability to upload SAM profiles from an Excel
document which can be used to select profiles for reports such as SMS104
“Send SMS messages to a group of selected profiles”
The SAM parameters for the default drive times is now configurable using a
drive selection dropdown.
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Improved the way SAM manages Transport Moves with Multisector
transports.

Fixes
Fixed an issue with Workflow when creating documents to be cloned.
Fixed an issue where booking pop up was displaying and error and
preventing the document from processing. [#19822]
Fixed an issue where cleans where not reallocating. [#19748]
Fixed an issue with SRF236 Bulk Flight Booking Input File where columns
were being removed when adding additional fields to the report. [#19729]
Fixed an issued in Carrier Bookings where passenger bookings were
duplicating.
Fixed an issue in Workforce Reporting where users could not see their
saved reports. [#19571]
Fixed an issue where the dates were inverting when splitting a booking.
[#19461]
Fixed an issue with SRF163 Arrivals and Departures 2 Report, where data
was not being returned when ADR was selected. [#19440]
Fixed an issue in the workflow task panel search where a single document
type was not retaining the previous document selection in the dropdown.
[#19386]
Fixed and issue with Advanced Forecasting Tool, where the Project
membership was not updating.
Fixed an issue with Advanced Forecasting where Folio was not sending the
Project ID to AFT.

Fixed an issue with SRF210 Room Lock Report to include the full name for
group bookings. [#18241]
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Fixed an issue with SRF187 Backcharge Report where the Number of
Charter Seats and Number of RPT Seats are incorrect [#18622]

